


 
 
 
 

ESOC 2014 
Team officials’ meeting  

06.03.2014 
Mixed sprint relay 



•  Roll-call 
•  Presentation of officials 
•  Jury 

 Roland Hellberg (SWE) 
 Thierry Jeanneret (FRA) 
 Irina Chsheglova (KAZ) 

•  Opening ceremony 
Teams are expected to assemble on the ski stadium’s northern tribune 

between 12.45 and 13.00. First rows of the tribune are reserved for the 
teams. Flags and country labels will be carried to the stadium by organisers. 
Teams will be spectators during the ceremony. 

•  Changes in the bulletin 4 
-  Start signal for mass starts will be given by gun shot 
-  Control code numbers are on the punching units as on today’s model event.  
      (no code numbers above ski track)  

•  Ski test area during the event 
Ski-test and warm-up area of the mixed sprint relay (on page 15 in the Bulletin 

4) is open for ski tests during all days of the event. 
 
 







•  Clear and read-out of EMIT punching cards in mixed sprint relay 
Competitors of leg 1and leg 2 clear their EMIT cards when they check in for 

start. Leg 2 skiers are kindly asked to enter the changeover area in due 
time! 

NB! No read-off or clear of the cards after legs 1, 2, 3 and 4! 
After leg 5 competitor goes to read-off tent using special corridor according to 

the arena map. Leg 6 reads off after the finish. 
 
•  Back-up punching system 
Back-up punching system is manual punching (manual punches are hanging 

in the controls as during today’s model event).  
If no feedback sinal from the punching card is received, then back-up punch 

has to be done on the edge of the map. 
 
•  Finish timing 
In case of mass-start: top of the front ski boot on finish line 
In case of interval start: 
* Primary timing system is light beam 25 cm above the snow surface 
* Secondary timing system is Emit punching card 

•  GPS tracking 
Teams number 1-29 are selected to carry GPS device. 
GPS tracking devices will be handed out in the lobby of waxing building from 

14.30.  
 
 
 



•  Number bibs 
Official teams will get number vests and numbers for both thighs.  
Mixed team and teams from russian national quota (team 30-35) will wear 
number vests only. 

•  Wheather forecast 
http://www.gismeteo.ru 
http://www.weather.com/ 
http://rp5.ru/Weather_in_Tyumen 



 

GOOD LUCK! 


